
Qaqet Longitudinal Corpus: Data YRA

Age Session Name Length Description Other participants (age) Status

03;02 LongYDS20150506 0:34:59 The children are cleaning leafy vegetables (in the kitchen hut).

YDS (01;11) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | ZVI (older cousin) glossed

03;02 LongYDS20150516 0:35:16

The children play with sweet potatoes, putting them in a bag and taking them 
out again, and they talk about Western toys used in our elicitation sessions (in 
the garden hut).

YDS (02;00) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) glossed

03;02 LongYDS20150517 0:25:00 The children play with a blanket (in the house).

YDS (02;00) | YMS (older 
cousin) | XMS (younger 
cousin) | AHL (father) | AMT 
(mother) | ARS (aunt) | BJR 
(aunt) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150527 0:30:03 The children play on the bed (in the garden hut).
YDS (02;00) | YMS (older 
cousin) | AHL (father) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150531 0:30:46 The children dig for things (in the garden). YDS (02;00) | AMT (mother) glossed
03;03 LongYDS20150601 0:40:18 The children dig for things (in the garden). YDS (02;00) | AMT (mother) glossed
03;03 LongYDS20150604 0:21:17 The children build a fire and construct a little house (in the garden). YDS (02;00) | AMT (mother) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150608 0:30:16 The children harvest corn (in the garden).
YDS (02;00) | AHL (father) | 
AMT (mother) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150609 0:30:03

The children are collecting insects and cooking them on the fire, they are 
digging for sweet potatoes and pretending to eat them, and they move around, 
trying to escape the rain (in the garden). YDS (02;00) | AMT (mother) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150612 1:00:01
The children build a house with sticks and ferns, they build a fire, and they talk 
about the birds outside; later they prepare to go to sleep (in the garden hut).

YDS (02;00) | AHL (father) | 
AMT (mother) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150615 1:00:01

The children talk about birds, dig the ground and search for flowers (in the 
garden); when it starts raining, they go into their garden hut, and YDS falls 
asleep. YDS (02;01) | AMT (mother) glossed

03;03 LongYDS20150616 1:00:04 The children move around, digging for things (in the garden).
YDS (02;01) | YJS (younger 
cousin) | AMT (mother) glossed

03;04 LongYDS20150629 0:30:06
The children sit among the peanuts, look for things, play and talk about what 
they see around them (in the garden).

YDS (02;01) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) | Unknown 
(adults) glossed

03;04 LongYDS20150704 0:30:19 The children play (in the garden). YDS (02;01) | AHL (father) glossed

03;04 LongYDS20150708 1:00:10
The children make a fire, cut wood, disperse the smoke of the fire, and sit and 
talk around the fire; two older girls visit on an errand (in the garden hut).

YDS (02;01) | Unknown 
(children) | AMT (mother) glossed
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03;04 LongYDS20150712 1:00:18
The children sit around the fire, talk and decorate themselves with feathers, 
and cook singapore in the fire (in the garden hut).

YDS (02;01) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) | Unknown 
(adults) glossed

03;04 LongYDS20150716 1:00:00
The children move around and search for cucumbers and other vegetables (in 
the garden). YDS (02;02) | AMT (mother) glossed

03;05 LongYDS20150731 1:00:17

The children sit and dig for things (in the garden); later, they go through the 
garden up to the hut where they cook and eat corn and peanuts (outside the 
garden hut).

YDS (02;02) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | ZVI (older cousin) | 
AMT (mother) | AHL (father) glossed

03;05 LongYDS20150802 1:00:04 The children move around and search for flowers (in the garden).

YDS (02;02) | AMT (mother) | 
ZVI (older cousin) | Unknown 
(adults) glossed

03;05 LongYDS20150813 1:00:05

The children play and run around the house, they build a huge bonfire, 
collecting grass and garden waste to be burned; later they play ball with 
pomelos (outside the house).

YDS (02;03) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | ZMB (older cousin) | 
ZKX (older cousin) | XJS 
(older cousin) | AMT (mother) 
| Unknown (children) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150902 1:00:07 The children play around the fire (in their house).
YDS (02;03) | AHL (father) | 
ACL (grandmother) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150905 1:00:16

The children play and build houses, and the parents are resting; later they all 
eat sweet potatoes and two visitors stop by and start a conversation (just 
outside the garden hut).

YDS (02;03) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | AMT (mother) | 
Unknown (adults) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150914 1:00:04 The children play with oranges and count them (in the garden).
YDS (02;04) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150917 1:00:03
The children sit around the fire, cook, relax, fool around and talk (inside the 
house).

YDS (02;04) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | AMT (mother) | 
Unknown (adults) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150922 1:00:00 The children play with garden waste (in the garden hut).
YDS (02;04) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) glossed

03;06 LongYDS20150923 1:00:08
The children dig for peanuts and build ditches (in the garden); when rain sets 
in, they move to a shelter and play catching each other.

YDS (02;04) | AHL (father) | 
ACL (grandmother) glossed

03;07 LongYDS20151002 1:00:13

The children sit outside in the garden, eating singapore and fooling around, 
playing with the fire, pulling faces at each other and making sounds at each 
other, imitating each other; a lot of non-verbal interaction. The mother stays in 
the background, scraping singapores und handing them to the children to eat, 
but she does not otherwise interact with the children (despite some attempts on 
their part to engage her and get her attention). YDS (02;04) | AMT (mother) glossed
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03;07 LongYDS20151006 1:00:01
The children sit around outside (in the garden), eating peanuts, fooling around, 
playing with sticks and talking to each other and their father.

YDS (02;04) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | AMT (mother) | AHL 
(father) glossed

03;08 LongYDS20151031 1:00:02 The children are constructing a little house (in the garden hut). YDS (02;05) | AMT (mother) glossed
03;08 LongZNN20151107 1:00:06 The children talk, play and sit around (outside the house). ZNN (focal child) in progress

03;09 LongYDS20151204 1:00:04

The children help their cousin and their mother to cut the taro (in the garden), 
and they learn about various types of taro. Their baby brother is in the 
background.

YDS (02;06) | ZEP (00;00) | 
ZVI (older cousin) | AMT 
(mother) glossed

03;09 LongYDS20151212 0:50:44 The children eat cassava (inside the house). YDS (02;06) in progress

03;09 LongYDS20151214 0:40:03

The children help the adults with cleaning peanuts (inside the house). The 
adults are interacting both with the children and with each other. Other children 
(baby brother, older cousin) are present in the background for part of the time.

YDS (02;07) | ZVI (older 
cousin) | AMT (mother) | ZEP 
(00;01) | ZMB (older cousin) glossed

03;09 LongYDS20151221 1:00:18 The children clean onions and talk about things (inside the garden house).
YDS (02;07) | ZEP (00;01) | 
ZVI (older cousin) in progress

03;10 LongYDS20151227 1:00:08 The children shell bean pods (outside the garden hut). YDS (02;07) | AMT (mother) glossed
03;10 LongYDS20160104 1:00:05 The children eat peanuts (inside the house). YDS (02;07) in progress

03;10 LongYDS20160107 1:00:10 They clean peanuts (inside the house).

AMT (mother) | AHL (father) | 
AXG (aunt) | AXP (aunt) | 
Unknown (children) in progress

03;10 LongYDS20160118 0:58:38 They eat corn (in the garden).

AXT (uncle) | BXK (uncle) | 
BXP (uncle) | CXK (uncle) | 
ZEP (00;02) in progress

03;10 LongYDS20160125 1:00:04 The children eat pitpit (wild sugarcane) and cassava (in the garden). ZXP (older cousin) in progress

03;11 LongYDS20160128 0:57:49

The children move through the bush (along the edges of the village), looking for 
fruits, climbing trees, roll down hills, and pretend they are dogs chasing each 
other. The mother is in the background; later she is joined by two older children 
who also remain behind the camera. They interact with the children in front of 
the camera.

YDS (02;08) | YJS (younger 
cousin) | ZEP (00;02) | AMT 
(mother) | Unknown (adult) | 
Unknown (children) glossed

03;11 LongYDS20160204 1:00:01 The children grate singapore (taro) (inside the house).
YDS (02;08) | ACL 
(grandmother) in progress

04;00 LongYDS20160309 1:00:05

The children eat greens, talk to each other and their mother, and fool around 
imitating chainsaws and imitating each other (inside the garden house). Their 
baby brother is in the background.

YDS (02;09) | ZEP (00;03) | 
AMT (mother) glossed

04;00 LongYDS20160310 1:00:02
The children pour corn out of a bag and afterwards they pick beans (in the 
garden). YDS (02;09) in progress
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04;00 LongYDS20160315 1:00:07

YDS moves with her mother through the garden, collecting pumpkin leaves. 
The older brother YRA roams around and they later meet him in the garden 
hut. In the hut, they start a fire and carry sweet potatoes from outside near the 
fire. YDS (02;10) | AMT (mother) glossed

04;00 LongYDS20160318 n/a The children wash the dishes (in the river). YDS (02;10) in progress
04;00 LongYDS20160323 1:00:01 The children weed (in the garden). YDS (02;10) in progress

04;00 LongYDS20160324 0:56:54

The family is in the garden, hanging clothes over the fence to dry. When it 
starts to rain, they move into the hut and prepare food (cooking cassava etc. in 
the fire, and peeling pitpit) and interact with each other. In between, the two 
older children play with their baby brother, trying to elicit sounds from him and 
reacting to his sounds. In the middle of the recording, ZFM arrives and from 
then on, almost all the interaction is between ZFM and the adults and/or ZFM 
and ZEP (soothing the crying baby). There is some interaction directed at YRA: 
he knocked over the camera, got scolded and sent away; after a while, the 
grandmother tries to comfort him and entice him back.

YDS (02;10) | ZEP (00;04)  | 
ZFM (older cousin) | AMT 
(mother) | AAX (grandmother) glossed

04;00 LongYDS20160325 1:00:00 The children wash singapore (taro) (in the river). YDS (02;10) in progress
04;01 LongYDS20160327 1:00:04 The child builds a house (inside the garden house). in progress

04;01 LongYDS20160405 1:00:03

YDS is alone in front of the camera and digs. The adults have an animated 
whispered conversation behind the camera (barely audible, not transcribed), 
and only occasionally interact with YDS. YDS tries to catch their attention a few 
times, but usually not successful. YRA passes by at some point and briefly 
interacts with those present. ZEP (and possibly another baby) are behind the 
camera and are occasionally audible (not segmented). 

YDS (02;10) | ZEP (00;04) | 
AMT (mother) | Unknown 
(adult)  | Unknown (child) glossed

04;01 LongYDS20160409 1:00:04 The children dig holes (in the garden). YDS (02;10) | in progress
04;01 LongYDS20160414 1:00:03 The children make a fire (inside the garden house). YDS (02;11) | in progress

04;01 LongYDS20160418 0:58:06

The children are in the garden where they attempt to build a fairly large fence 
and a house (out of wood, poles and corn leaves). The children mostly play 
amongst themselves, and there is little interaction with the adults behind the 
camera. Throughout the recording, the mother is in the background and 
scrapes taro, and sometimes interacts with people passing by. Ca. 20 minutes 
into the recording, the father and an unknown woman join her behind the 
camera, and they start a largely unintelligible conversation. In the second part 
of the recording, the unknown woman interacts with a baby behind the camera, 
making sounds at the baby and talking in a high-pitched voice.

YDS (02;11) | AMT (mother) | 
AHL (father) | Unknown 
(adult)

transcribed 
& translated

04;02 LongYDS20160504 1:00:03 The children weed and sweep (outside the house). YDS (02;11) | in progress
04;02 LongYDS20160517 1:00:02 The children play (outside the house). YDS (03;00) | in progress
04;02 LongYDS20160525 0:59:38 The children make a fire (inside the garden house). YDS (03;00) | in progress
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04;03 LongYDS20160608 1:00:03 The children look through a book (outside the house). YDS (03;00) | in progress

04;03 LongYDS20160612 0:59:51

The three older children look through a picture book and talk about the pictures. 
The mother sometimes joins in, but mostly the children interact amongst 
themselves; and the mother interacts with the baby. Later, the children eat and 
talk about their shares of the food. At some point, the boys leave to fetch water, 
and YDS is left alone; she eats her food, plays a bit with the baby, and sings to 
herself.

YDS (03;00) | ZEP (00;07) | 
YBK (older cousin) | AMT 
(mother)

transcribed 
& translated

04;03 LongYDS20160615 1:00:30 The children sit, talk and eat (outside the house).

YDS (03;01) | AMT (mother) | 
ZEP (00;07) | Unknown 
(child) in progress

04;03 LongYDS20160619 0:55:27 The children play and eat peanuts (outside the house). YDS (03;01) | ZEP (00;07) in progress

04;03 LongYDS20160624 1:00:38

The children sit outside their house, eat peanuts, look through a picture book 
and talk about the pictures. Their older cousin and a number of other children 
joins them for parts of the recording. Occasionally, the mother and other people 
come by, but they keep mostly in the background.

YDS (03;01) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | ZEP (00;07) | AMT 
(mother) | Unknown (adults) | 
Unknown (children)

transcribed 
& translated

04;04 LongYDS20160629 1:00:13 The children weed (in the garden). YDS (03;01) | AMT (mother) in progress

04;04 LongYDS20160630 0:31:19 The children play (outside the house). YDS (03;01) | ZEP (00;07)
transcribed 
& translated

04;04 LongYDS20160706 1:00:00 The children talk to each other (inside the house)

YDS (03;01) | ZEP (00;07) | 
AMT (mother) | AHL (father) | 
Unknown (adults) in progress

04;04 LongYDS20160710 1:00:44

The children sit near the fire and play with each other, and sometimes also with 
the baby. The mother, ZVI and ZFM are engaged in various activities: playing 
guitar and singing, cooking, looking after the baby, running errands. In the first 
half, there is little talk among the adults, and little interaction of the adults with 
the children. In the second part, further people join the group and there is 
considerable conversation going on in the background (mostly unintelligible). 
The children rarely interact from this point onwards. At some point, YRA leaves 
to collect pots and YDS essentially talks to herself from then on (isolated 
words, context unknown, largely unintelligible). The video image is very dark 
(filmed against the light of the open door); sound of guitar/singing, boiling water 
and background conversation overlay voices of children.

YDS (03;01) | ZEP (00;08) | 
ZFM (older cousin)  | ZVI 
(older cousin) | AMT (mother) 
| AHL (father) | Unknown 
(adults) | Unknown (teen)

transcribed 
& translated

04;04 LongYDS20160712 1:00:00 The children eat peanuts and play (inside the house).

YDS (03;01) | ZEP (00;08) | 
AMT (mother) | Unknown 
(child) | Unknown (adult) in progress

04;04 LongYDS20160716 0:43:32 The children remove the skin of betelnuts and play (inside the garden house). YDS (03;02) | in progress
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04;04 LongYDS20160720 1:00:04

The family is in the garden, sitting on a fence, eating sugarcane and talking to 
each other. The children point out things they see in the vicinity, and they 
interact with each each other, their baby brother, and the parents. In the second 
half, the children stay on the fence, and the parents work in the garden (off 
camera), but they keep an eye on the children and interact with them.

YDS (03;02) | ZEP (00;08) | 
AMT (mother) | AHL (father)

transcribed 
& translated

04;05 LongYDS20160728 1:00:03 The children put stones in the fire (inside the garden house). YDS (03;02) | Unknown in progress
04;05 LongYDS20160802 0:52:35 The children play (inside the garden house). YDS (03;02) | ZEP (00;08) in progress

04;05 LongYDS20160812 0:59:59 The children talk (inside the garden house).

YDS (03;02) | ZEP (00;09) | 
ZFM (older cousin) | AMT 
(mother) | AHL (father) in progress

04;05 LongYDS20160815 1:00:00 The children sweep and talk (inside the garden house). YDS (03;03) | ZEP (00;09) in progress

04;05 LongYDS20160824 1:03:48 The children sweep (inside the house).

YDS (03;03) | ZEP (00;09) | 
AMT mother | Unknown 
(child) in progress

04;06 LongYDS20160828 0:59:12 The children play (inside the garden house).
YDS (03;03) | ZEP (00;09) | 
AMT (mother) in progress

04;06 LongYDS20160915 0:07:00 0,00

ZEP (00;10) | ZFM (older 
cousin) | AMT (mother) | AHL 
(father) in progress

04;06 LongYDS20160924 1:00:05 The children sweep (inside the house). YDS (03;04) | ZEP (00;10) in progress

04;07 LongYDS20160928 1:00:00 The children chew sugarcane (inside the garden house).
YDS (03;04) | ZEP (00;10) | 
Unknown in progress

04;07 LongYDS20161006 1:00:07 The children play (outside the house).

YDS (03;04) | ZEP (00;10) | 
AMT (mother) | Unkown 
(adult) in progress

04;07 LongYDS20161012 0:58:30 The children sweep (outside the house).

YDS (03;04) | ZEP (00;11) | 
ZFM (older cousin) | AMT 
(mother) | AHL (father) in progress

04;07 LongYDS20161019 0:41:00 The children weed (in the garden).
YDS (03;05) | Unknown 
(children) in progress
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